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A must have for fans, this official illustrated guide features a unique look at all the gadgets and

inventions created by Rick Sanchez from Adult Swim's Emmy-winning show Rick and

Morty.Dive into this one-of-a-kind guide that explores and explains all the inventions, gadgets,

and machines -- not just the ones with a sci-fi word added to it -- that Rick and Morty have

encountered on their mind-blowing adventures!In the Book of Gadgets and Inventions, author

Robb Pearlman explores the science and backstories as well as includes humorous how-to

instructions for of all the gadgets and gizmos from all three seasons of Rick and Morty,

breaking them into seven themed-categories including items like:Body and Mind: Anatomy

Park, Mindblower Helmet, and Pickle SerumInterdimensional Power & Travel: Interdimensional

Cable, Interdimensional Goggles, and Microverse BatteryWeapons, Guns & Suits:

Concentrated Dark Matter, Groin System 6000, Rat Suit, and Suicide MachineShips, Machines

& Boxes: Curse Purge Scanner, Demonic Alien Containment Box, Detox Machine, and Science

MicrowaveRobots & Clones: Butter Robot, Drones, Tiny Rick, and Toxic Rick and

MortyExtracurricular Gadgets & Inventions: Alien Vaccum, Beth's Toys, Ovenless Brownies,

Time Stabilizing Collar, True Level, and Wishing PortalInterdimensional Gadgets & Science:

Brainalyzer Helmet, Conroy, Gwendolyn, Meeseeks Box, Plubus, Roy: A Life Well Lived, and

Zigerion Simulation ChamberWith full-color illustrations, concept art, "Rick Facts" sidebars,

episode references, and handwritten notes from Rick and Morty throughout, Book of Gadgets

and Inventions is a truly unique and must-have guide for fans of one of the most bizarre and

beloved animated shows on television.

About the AuthorRobb Pearlman is a pop culture expert and the author of more than 20 books,

including Star Trek: Fun with Kirk and Spock, TV USA, Rick and Morty Talking Pickle Rick, and

the forthcoming Happy Little Kitchen: The Bob Ross Cookbook. He is an Associate Publisher at

Rizzoli New York, where he edits pop culture titles including the New Times bestselling Bob's

Burgers Burger Book. Robb lived in New Jersey.--This text refers to the flexibound edition.
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&ACKNOWLEDGMENTS137INTRODUCTION“Science, huh? Ain’t it a thing.”–MortyWelcome

to the world of Rick and Morty! Though I suppose it wouldbe more accurate to say, thanks to



portal guns and other technology,the worlds of Rick and Morty. I think we can all agree that

withoutthe fantastic gadgets and inventions featured in Dan Harmon andJustin Roiland’s hit

show, Rick and Morty would be nothing morethan a standard basic cable sitcom about a

dysfunctional suburbanfamily and the wacky hijinks that ensue when their

alcoholic,sociopathic, narcissistic patriarch comes to live with them.Yeah, that old trope. Again.

Lucky for us, rather than “very specialepisodes” in which lessons are learned and hugs are

shared inunder 30 minutes, we get science. More importantly we get Rick’sdepraved

manipulation of science that provides audiences acrossmultiple planes of reality with a

nonstop, cross-dimensionaladventures filled with clones, deep state conspiracies, sex

robots,and, of course, a few laughs along the way.Rather than having to wait for the temporary

superintelligencethat comes as a side effect of mega seeds dissolving in your rectalcavity, let

this book teach you all about some of the best tools anddevices that exist, in our reality at

least, in Rick and Morty’s firstthree seasons.

BODY & MINDAs PSAs have shown us in graphic and metaphoric detail,the human brain can

look and behave very differently whensubstances and technology are directly applied to it.

Forexample, if it’s cracked open and fried in a pan over high heat,it will look more like the focal

point of a tasty brunch dishrather than a gelatinous pink walnut.There’s nothing that’s more

invasive, revolutionary,and potentially godlike than technology that directly affectsand

augments a living being. Whether it’s intended to raiseintelligence or modify a body, the

inventions created by RickSanchez earn his place alongside Prometheus, Frankenstein,or

whoever it was that invented underwear that makes buttslook bigger.That 's flattering and a

little weird.Do you have any concept of how muchhigher the stakes get out there, Morty?Jeez,

Rick, I was just trying to saysomething nice.Yeah, I saw that.

ANATOMY PARKAn entire miniature amusement park foundinside Rick’s old friend Ruben,

who fellupon hard times shortly after the dot comcrash in the early ’90s, Anatomy Parkfeatures

some of the best attractionsyou’ve never seen. Created by Rick andhis friend Dr. Xenon Bloom

to earn somemoney to offset the extraordinary costsassociated with science, Anatomy Parkis,

first and foremost, a living museum ofhumanity’s most noble and most ferociousdiseases,

including the dreaded HepatitisA and Hepatitis C, tuberculosis, gonorrhea,bubonic plague,

and, of course, E. coli. Butbecause those diseases are highly prizedby those who would like to

decimate thepopulation (including Al-Qaeda, NorthKorea, balding men that work out,

andpeople on the Internet that are only turnedon by cartoons of Japanese teenagers),the park

is subject to sabotage.Despite the threat, families can spenddays enjoying Spleen Mountain,

BladderFalls, Pirates of the Pancreas (locatedin Lower Abdomenland), the CerebralCortex

Carousel, the Haunted Liver, ColonLog Ride, and the Lung Lift-Off. Safety isof moderate

concern, so hold on to thehandrails during your trip on the ArterialTransit System. In case of

emergency, youshould take the service shuttle connectedto the skeletal system, also known as

theBone Train. The Bone Train.Unless you’re a microbe, you willneed to wear some sort of

apparatus tohelp you breathe, especially if the bodyWho is sucha good guy.That's

mybaby.you’re in is dead and filling with gas. Butthough the helmet and tank may lookunwieldy,

they’re surprising light and willnot impede your enjoyment of the rides,attractions, or food

courts. Should youfind yourself in any gastrointestinal dangerafter a full day’s worth of fun, the

SphincterDam, originally built to help Ruben withhis perpetual incontinence, has

enoughstructural integrity to withstand the mostegregious of any living organism’s dumps.First

Appearance: Season 1, Episode 3:“Anatomy Park”Seriously, do yourself a favor and pop



byPirates of the Pancreas . . . I think it'sgreat. It's a bunch of pirates running arounda pancreas.

We don't whitewash it either . . .the pirates are really rapey. You gottago treat yourself.

ANIMAL TRANSLATORUsing sonar technology and the samebase mechanics as Rick’s

universaltranslator, the device sits on your head likea pair of overdesigned,

superexpensiveheadphones. However, instead of beingconstructed out of a cheap set of

wiresmade in an Asian sweatshop and thenwrapped in trendy plastic and leather to bepawned

off on the masses of social mediazombies, the animal translator consists ofthree radio

telescopes that pick up andautomatically translate the verbal andnonverbal words of

animals.First Appearance: Season 3, Episode 8:“Morty’s Mind Blowers”

ANTI-PICKLE SERUMThis is justsloppy craftsmanship.As any home chef knows, the best

wayto counteract saltiness is to dilute andabsorb, thus, an anti-pickle serum may beconcocted.

Using distilled water,radioactive iodine, and pureed potatoes—which, in addition to absorbing

the salt,adds significant amounts of potassium,creating potassium iodine—you can createa

solution which further counteracts theradioactive pickling.As a pickle, you may find it difficult

toreturn to your original form. Plan to place asyringe filled with the fluid hanging directlyover

yourself, with a string attached to itrunning through a pair of scissors attachedto a timer set to

10 minutes from wheneveryour family would have left for therapy.First Appearance: Season 3,

Episode 3:“Pickle Rick”“Come on, flip the pickle, Morty. You’re notgoing to regret it. The payoff

is huge.”–Rick
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Malllidora, “Very fun!. Big fan, love it!”

Solo, “Great book. It was a great book and explained a lot of the gadgets and tech they use in
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the show”

Crystal, “Great gift!!. Another great gift for any Rick and Morty fans out there. I got this for my

boyfriend's brother for Christmas, and he loved it!! It went into detail about all the cool gadgets

in the show, and I think the author wrote and presented it in the best way possible. This book is

great for anyone who likes the show more than the average person.”

Riverbammy, “Good quality as pictured. Looks as pictured! Brought it as a birthday present for

a Rick and morty fan. I'm sure they'll love it it looks good quality!”

The book by Robb Pearlman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 70 people have provided feedback.
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